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Abstract

Providing a safer communication in the network improves the network credibility since WSN is often deployed over hostile environments. Isolating the selfish nodes from the routing path is mandate to build a strong network. The node might become irresponsible due to their low energy level, high congestion rate, etc. Categorizing the selfish nodes and normal nodes makes the network more reliable while routing the data packets. Therefore an adaptive trust computation model is proposed here. By computing trust values with control messages and energy levels for the nodes are identified. This removes the selfish nodes from the system and the routes are constructed with the avoidance of irresponsible nodes. Here adaptive trust computation model is proposed with two level node selections. Simulation results are analyzed for determining the efficiency of the proposed scheme.
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1. Introduction

Selecting the forwarder node is essential and considered to be a main task in multi-hop communication since the source and sink node might locate at farther distance. Large scale WSN comprises of numerous sensor hubs and the sensed data packets needs to be delivered through several hops. Protection of hubs or nodes is a significant challenge and the routing attacks have the ability to isolate the actively participating sensor nodes from its Base Station (BS). Node misbehavior to be simply described as some malignant nodes will play in process of path creation and maintenance and refuses to forward the sensed info or injects false info with the original data [1]. Number of mechanisms had been proposed in identifying the subsequent forwarder node; among the most common approach is the cluster-based routing protocol [2, 3] here the cluster head is elected for data aggregation process from the nodes surrounded it. Attack classification and overview of WSN was provided in [4], here various security measurement techniques were discussed. Detection of security anomaly towards security measurement plays a major role. Multiple factor is more effective for the process of node selection decision compared to single factor consideration. Trust management models have been recently suggested as an effective security mechanism for WSN [5].

2. Related Works

Several mechanisms have been proposed to send the data in a secured and efficient manner. Also trust based solutions have been proved to be more effective in facing and handling selfish nodes. Trust and Energy aware Routing Protocol (TERP) was presented to isolate the misbehaviour and faulty nodes from the routing [6]. Here residual energy encompasses trust and hop_count are taken for designing the network. This multi-facet routing plan makes the network secure and reliable. Node Reputation based Energy Aware Routing (NREAR) scheme [7] had proposed for improving safety
measures and offers an efficient communication. NREAR consists of two phases such as node behavior monitoring phase done through optimistic and pessimistic behaviors of nodes and node's energy value monitoring phase. Later through the selected optimistic nodes the info gets passed towards the sink.

Adaptive Trust based Routing Protocol (ATRP) was proposed in [8] here three types of trust is calculated like direct, indirect and witness trust in order to avoid the malicious nodes from the routing path. Moreover trustworthiness for the nodes is evaluated using pairwise comparisons makes the network highly secured however increases the computational cost. The wireless network applications are compromised as false data results due to the presence of some falsify nodes [9]. These nodes can be taken away from the network by evaluating trust model for the network. Trust evaluation is necessary to make the network distorted free. Therefore the network can function without the involvement of false data reports.

Trust aware secure mechanisms provide an alternative way to counter such attacks. However, most of trust aware schemes lacks robust trust model design, therefore Weight based Probabilistic Trust Evaluation (WPTE) scheme for WSN was proposed [10]. Here, a Beta probability distribution mechanism is applied for deriving the node’s trustworthiness. Trust management mechanism [11] was proposed for clustered WSNs to keep watching the nodes behavior and to evaluate their trust values. Identification labels are generated for the nodes by using a hash algorithm that can able to distinguish external attackers from normal nodes. Many trust models have been developed recently like fuzzy logic based trust evaluation, entropy trust model, D-S support trust models, and also Game Theory trust models [12, 13]. Information theoretic system [14] was used to measure the trust values quantitatively and to construct the efficient trust model with various trust conclusion factors in regarding the trust management scheme. These factors are combined together to determine the trust association ambiguity from various angles. Renewing a node’s trust for next decision-making costs more energy is a drawback of this mechanism also the factors used here has no defined weight measures.

A light-weight trust model [15] was proposed for reducing communication failures and for easy data aggregation. Through the node interactions (successful or unsuccessful interactions) the direct trust factor is computed and data comparisons are made for similarity checks. To compute the total trust value communication ability, node lifespan and data consistency are all taken that increases the computational cost.

3. Proposed work

Adaptive Trust Computation Model (ATCM) is proposed here with two level node selection processes. Isolating the selfish nodes from the routing path is mandate to build a strong network. The node might become irresponsible due to their low energy level, high congestion rate, etc. Categorizing the selfish nodes and normal nodes makes the network more reliable while routing the data packets. Therefore by computing energy values the trustable nodes are identified from the selfish nodes and the routes are constructed with the avoidance of irresponsible nodes.
Figure 1 shows the example scenario of ATCM mechanism. The nodes present in the network need to communicate each other. The control (request) messages are broadcasted from the source node ‘2’ in the network towards the base station ‘BS’. The relay nodes {5, 3, 13} and {1, 7, 13} are the available transmission path that accept RQ messages and send back route reply messages among each other. The trust value and energy level is calculated for the replied nodes for the detection of selfish nodes.

a. Trust Computation Unit

The normal nodes sometimes do not respond properly to other nodes in the network since there is low energy for the node, it might drop the packet sent by the sender node. Therefore the node becomes irresponsible or dead when those nodes are in continuous communication or respond to other nodes.

The node trust value is computed during the data transmission to its neighbor node. Trust value of the node falls between (0, 1). The reference trust value is set as 0.7 and the node trust value \(NT\) falls below the reference is considered to be the selfish or irresponsible nodes and remove from the routing process. The differentiation between the dropped packets \(P_d\) and forwarded packets \(P_f\) gives the node trust value and it is measured using the equation 1.

\[
NT = \frac{P_f}{P_f + P_d}
\]  

(1)

Algorithm: Trust computation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure NodeTrust();</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pkts_SENT ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkts_FWD ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop(n1);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Pkts_SENT(n1) == True;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pkts_SENT ← Pkts_SENT+1;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If Pkts_FWD(n1) == True;
    Pkts_FWD ← Pkts_FWD+1;
    NodeTrust(n1)=Pkts_FWD/Pkts_SENT;
    Goto loop;
    Do compute for all nn;
    Close;

The presence of selfish or irresponsible nodes in the route threatens the node cooperation and degrades the network performance and influences the routing control, battery, average end-to-end delay, etc.

b. Energy Computation Unit

Every node in the network will have a certain amount of energy. If the node is being active for a longer time or it has already involved in more number of transmissions more data then there is the possibility of energy lost for the particular node. If again that particular node involves in data routing, the node might die due to energy loss and this causes data disruption during routing over the path. Therefore, if node has minimum energy level then it can be avoided from the routing process before it involves. The nodal energy values are computed and the nodes that fall under the threshold value is considered as selfish nodes in the system. Here the total energy value is set as 10J and the threshold energy level is set as ‘3J’. The rate at which energy is consumed in the network by individual sensor nodes is defined by the energy model.
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The basic nodal energy consumption is calculated using equation 2.
Here $E_{tx}$ denotes transmitting energy
$E_{proc}$ represents energy spent for data processing
$E_{amp}$ represents energy spent for amplification process
$E_{rx}$ denotes energy spent for data reception.

Figure 2 represents the flow chart of the proposed work and it explains how the proposed mechanism ATCM works in step by step process.

4. Results and Discussions

The data channel model used for the purpose of communication between the nodes is data Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic model. CSMA/CA channel is used to send and receive the data; the channel type is wireless medium. The parameters such as Packet Delivery Rate, Loss Rate, Node trust ratio and Energy leftover are taken for the evaluation of the proposed model. The MAC type value of 802.11 is used and the data rate is 11Mbps. The nodes can communicate with one another is up to 250m range.

Packet Delivery Rate

Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) is defined as the rate of sum of packets that delivered successfully with respect to the sum of packets sent. It is obtained from the equation 3 given below.

Here $n$ denotes the total number of nodes in the networks.

$$PDR = \frac{\sum_{0}^{n} PktRcv(n)}{\sum_{0}^{n} PktRcv(n) + \sum_{0}^{n} PktLost(n)}$$

The delivered rates of packets at the receiver end are shown in the figure 3 for both the proposed ATCM scheme and existing ATRP scheme. Proposed model has high delivery rates of packets compared to the conventional which directly reflects in better network performance.
The lost rates of packets at the sink node or base station are shown in the figure 4 for both the proposed ATCM and existing ATRP scheme. ATCM model has low loss rates of packets when compared with the conventional ATRP scheme.

**Node Trust Ratio**

The node trust ratio is determined with respect to the node density present in the network. The average node trust ratio computed for the proposed scheme is 0.84 and for the conventional ATRP is 0.75.

**Leftover Energy**

The amount of energy level that remains in the node after each set of data transmission at the current instance of time is said to be energy leftover in the node. Figure 6 shows the analysis of energy leftover for both the proposed ATCM and conventional ATRP mechanism.
5. Conclusion

Removal of selfish nodes from the routing path and allowing only normal nodes makes the network more reliable while routing the data packets. Therefore by computing trust values with control messages and energy levels for the nodes are identified. This removes the selfish nodes from the system and the routes are constructed with the avoidance of irresponsible nodes. Here adaptive trust computation model is proposed with two level node selections. Simulation results are analyzed and the efficiency of the proposed scheme is proved to be better in terms of node trust ratio and packet rates delivered.
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